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PLANNING THE AFSCF OF THE FUTURE

James T. Carroll
Manager, Concepts/Data Systems

Advanced Satellite Control Directorate
The Aerospace Corporation

Sunnyvale, California

ABSTRACT

This presentation describes the Air Force Satellite Control Facility (AFSCF) planning
cycle by use of decision package sets that will be incorporated in the DoD portion of the
President’s budget. Major AFSCF projects reviewed include Data System Modernization;
Remote Tracking Station (RTS) Modernization; Shuttle Support; Advanced Telemetry,
Tracking, and Command; Transportable RTS; and the NASA Tracking Data Relay
Satellite (TDRSS) interface with the AFSCF. Zero based budgeting using decision
packages determine project priorities and approval levels. The benefit and task description
of AFSCF major projects is described for the years 1983 through 1987. Long range
priorities through the year 2000 are summarized.

INTRODUCTION

Forward planning for the evolution of the AFSCF as viewed by the AFSCF field office
planning personnel is presented in this paper. The AFSCF planning office defines, plans,
and locally coordinates projects primarily for a period of three to seven years into the
future. Six key AFSCF future projects are used to explain local generation of decision
packages and their use by higher management levels for zero based budgeting.

PLANNING SYSTEM

The planning cycle schedule shown in Figure 1 is based on an amalgam of two planning
procedures: Planning, Programming, and Budgeting (PPB) and Zero Based Budgeting
(ZBB). PPB originated in the mid-60’s, as a broad policy, centralized, top down,
macroeconomic management control system. Zero based budgeting, first used by Peter
Pyhrr at Texas Instruments, was introduced to the DoD by President Carter in 1976. It is
an integrated plan and budget generated from the ground up, using field generated decision
packages for microecononic management.



The cycle for each year’s budget is slightly longer than a year, and five years of budget are
simultaneously laid out. Decisions for the years 1984 through 1988 are being made this
year (1981). The AFSCF decision packages are reviewed and ordered primarily at the Air
Staff level and become elements of larger decision package sets for inclusion in the
presidential budget after review by the Secretary of Defense.

Figure 2 is an overview of the AFSCF planning procedure. Guidance and direction from
higher commands and customer users establish policy and needs. The political and
technical environment in which the design is nurtured determines the restrictions and
pressures of technology, threat, and resources.

These are the Architectural Guidelines that determine global system definitions from
concept formulations leading to a system design after examining alternatives and
optimization. A local master plan combines the results, shows the benefits, and adds
schedule and funding profiles. This data is then carried forward as decision packages for
integration and approval or disapproval by higher levels of Management.

By way of example, Figure 3 shows a hypothetical survivability improvement project
formulated on architectural guidelines as follows:

.Issues -- increased survivability of space programs

.Policy -- reduced overseas site dependency

.Needs -- CONUS operating sites, reduced jamming susceptibility

.Future systems -- multifunction relay satellites, Militarized TDRSS

.Competitive environment -- relay support versus spacecraft autonomy

.Threat definition -- sabotage, jamming, diplomatic changes 

.Users’ View -- viable wartime spacecraft support within a robust environment

.Technology lasers -- V-Band, K-Band

.Existing Resources -- NASA TDRSS/White Sands.

From this it might be determined that the architectural guidelines would be host packages
aboard a Multifunction satellite to a control ground site, and further system analysis would
examine lasers versus V-Band versus K-Band versus S-Band. Additional effort is required
to refine the design sufficiently to determine funding estimates and write a request for
quote. This effort might include in-house investigation and funded contractor studies.
Figure 4 summarizes the details of documenting the projects and generating decision
packages.



DECISION PACKAGES

The object of all this effort is to place the projects in various decision packages
summarized as follows:

DP 1 = Minimum budget:  less than this cancels the AFSCF operations

DP 2 = Decremental:  half way between DP 1 and DP 3

DP 3 = Approved:  current budget to support approved mission programs

DP 3# = Directed:  satellite offices directed increased support

DP 4 = Enhanced: all desirable programs

These AFSCF decision packages are integrated with other command DPs at higher and
higher command levels and as a result priorities change. The Air Staff further segments
each decision package breaking them into A and B portions.

FUNDING PROFILE

The funding profile associated with the decision packages has certain characteristics that
are important; these are observed results. The overall profile, year by year, should be
smooth without abrupt transitions, no hills and valleys. Research and Development funds
necessary for new starts are restricted to a relatively firm overall amount, which amounts
to a semilegislated restriction limiting the number of new projects. Ongoing procurements
and maintenance type funds are more liberally controlled. Funds are firmly committed two
years in the future producing a bow wave of projects delayed out to three years.
Competitive awards are restricted by the limited resources available for the required
extensive proposal evaluations.

KEY PROJECTS

Figure 5 is a cutaway of the Satellite Test Center where many of the future upgrades will
be installed. The tall building at the right houses the Mission Control Complexes which
will soon be receiving new display systems and dedicated computer complexes, while the
far left cutaway indicates where the new shared computer complexes will be installed. All
of these are part of the Data System Modernization (DSM) project. DSM is a major
project to modernize and automate the AFSCF data system in the manner functionally
illustrated by Figure 6. DSM is intended to increase the computational and control
capability manyfold while also permitting the reduction of remote site processing
equipment and associated personnel.



Figure 7 summarizes some of the data needed for decision packages for the six major
AFSCF planning projects. Funding profiles are not included because they have limited
distribution. All other information is supplied in unclassifed format to interested and
potentially interested contractors. Data Package 1 (DP 1) defines the minimum funds
necessary to ensure continued AFSCF operations. Inclusion of projects in DP 1 enhances
their chances of funding.

The Remote Station Modernization listed in Figure 7 is allied with the DSM project. This
project completes the remote site automation interfaces with DSM. The other major
AFSCF projects and their benefits, status, and functions are the AFSCF shuttle support
fulfilling the DoD AFSCF shuttle support requirement; the Advanced Telemetry, Tracking,
and Command Project to prepare for future demands of higher frequency and data rate
support, as well as to improve communication survivability and security; the Transportable
Remote Tracking Station for rapid reconstitution or augmentation of resources; and the
TDRSS/White Sands interface with the AFSCF to permit joint NASA and DoD use of
TDRSS.

Figure 8 illustrates the Advanced TT&C Projects approach that will provide higher data
rates using higher frequencies that permit increased bandwidths, antijam improvements,
and improved and more efficient signal processing. Figure 9 illustrates how the
Transportable Remote Tracking Station might be deployed subsequent to a typhoon
destroying a remote site.

FAR TERM PLANNING

Advanced concepts for the AFSCF anticipate space relays back to CONUS operating
sites. They also anticipate direct mission data relay to mission ground stations. The AFSCF
is improving its capabilities as already indicated, by the data system modernization,
advanced TT&C, and mobile ground station projects. Finally, Space Division is looking
towards more autonomous spacecraft, thus reducing the need for ground station support
for tasks, such as state of vehicle health monitor, ephemeris, and anomoly support.
Figure 10 is an illustration of the problems and some potential solutions to the AFSCF far
term environment including relay by laser/V-Band to CONUS sites.

SUMMARY

In summary, the AFSCF interpretation of higher level management directives and user
requirements are used to generate decision packages incorporating projects that are
perceived to fulfill the desired requirements. Six key AFSCF planning projects were used
to illustrate the zero based budgeting concepts. The far term concepts concluded this
paper.



Figure 1.  Planning, Programming and Budgeting

Figure 2.  Planning Cycle for AFSCF



Figure 3.  Architectural Guidelines

Figure 4.  Approval Cycle



Figure 5.  Satellite Test Center

Figure 6.  Data System Modernization



Figure 7.  Project Summary

Figure 8.  Advanced TT&C Functional BLOCK Diagram



Figure 9.  Transportable Remote Tracking Station Concept of Operations

Figure 10.  Relay Enhancement of AJ, Survivability, Timeliness
Cost, Manning, and Independency


